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we need more and more of such people

strangely the world is filled with noise

those people who are used to making noise

are growing more and more stronger

and these silent mystics…

so humbly silent…are being crushed

and are disappearing from the world

this is why osho triggered so many people

we need the silent ones to speak

we need the lovers to express themselves

we are coming to a new world

this message is important 

see the beauty and celebrate it

i am grateful that you have read my book

and it has touched your heart

it has given me something

i feel so blessed that it can inspire anybody

it has done its job !

thank you my friend

and i am waiting for your book

question     can you tell something about your journey to ukraine ?

this is my first time here

i have been travelling for the past three years

almost every five days i am in a new city

the last year…in twelve months…i did forty events

that means i am travelling every seven days to a new place

a new bed…a new space…new people…

and i am beginning from abc again

and i am grateful to each person who reads it

i feel grateful that you have absorbed the message

it is very rare

the only wish in my book is that it triggers your inner search…

that it invites you to dance…

that it inspires you to move in…

and if you have read that message i am grateful to you

this is why the book was written !

and do not say you will not write your book

i will wait for your book !

you need to express yourself…your finding

and each and every person who expresses themselves and their finding

creates trust in those seeking the truth

i will wait for your book

do not escape…share your understanding

it is very easy to hide the truth and run away

when you know the world is going to stone you and beat you and judge you

you need to come with your compassion

accept this as part of the journey

so my beloved friend…do not hide…

write your book…we are all waiting !

each and every person write in your own way

just write your book…sing your song…dance your joy…

celebrate your understanding

the world needs more celebrants

more dancers…more lovers and people of silence

silence has become so invisible in the world

the silent people need to express themselves

they need to share it…courageously

we need to share it in any way or form…

through your painting… through your sculpture…

through your dance…through your music
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